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Federalism:
The divide of powerbetween the states and thenational government

Older federalism was directly split
by state, national government would
still have say in certain aspects to
keep states relatively equal and fair
but was more controlling of what
was and wasn't allowed to be made.
Newer federalism lets states choose
what they think is best directly
letting the state accommodate for
its people.

Federalism was put in
place due to the Founding
Fathers being worried of

giving the national
government too much

power. This allows states
to pursue different

policies.



The state of New York has different
laws and regulations regarding

environmentalism, besides the ones the
whole country follows. New York has

made the effort to protect its state and
city because it is aware how much

damage a very populated and polluted
city's actions have. New York is aware of

its ecological footprints. Different
states solve the issue of

environmentalism differently.

 -How can the state
protect the environment

if the Country won’t?-



-Historical Context-
Environmental issues arose in the 70s,

becoming a political issue then, only growing

concern into the 80s.James Hansen, a NASA

scientist shared his concern of climate

change to the U.S. Senate on June 23rd,

1988.On June 23rd,1988, climate change became

a national issue. 

There have been past examples of protecting

the environment which include:

-Theodore Roosevelt took the first steps in

environmental conservation in 1901. His

conservation plan was national to protect 150

national forests, the first 55 federal bird

reserves, 5 national parks, and the first 18

national monuments. This was the nation’s

first attempt at wildlife restoration.

- The Sierra Club is established by John Muir

and others to defend Yosemite National Park in

1892. 

-The Clean Air Act passed before climate

change was a crisis, the Clean Air Act was

passed in 1963, which ended testing of nuclear

weapons in the atmosphere, underwater, and in

space.



-April 22nd, 1970, the

world's first Earth Day

was celebrated in NYC

at Union Square.

-On December 19th,

2021, New York created

the New York scoping

plan: the Climate

Action Council is in

charge of reducing

greenhouse gas

emissions and achieving

net-zero emissions,

increasing renewable

energy use, and

ensuring all

communities equitably

benefit in the clean

energy transition.

-In 2019 the Climate

Act Was created to

reduce New York's

greenhouse gas

emissions 40 percent by

2030 and at least 85

percent by 2050.

 what have they done

-Country- -NY-

Shifting national priorities reflects how federalism

and state rights can be conflicting.

-In January 2023, EPA air
quality standards were set,
national standards on six
common pollutants: sulfur
oxides, particulate matter,

carbon monoxide,
photochemical oxidants,
nitrogen oxides and

hydrocarbons.
-Donald Trump left the

Paris Agreement on climate
change on June 1, 2017.
-Joe Biden accepted (on

Jan. 20th, 2021) the Paris
Climate Accord for the

U.S., expecting to address
climate change more. 
-March 13th, 2023, Joe

Biden accepted the willow
project to proceed in

Alaska.
-In the 1980s the Superfund

Act was passed, which
focused on uncontrolled or
abandoned hazardous waste
sites nationwide. The EPA
inspected waste sites and
organized cleanup plans.

-Country vs. State-

https://ballotpedia.org/Historical_New_York_environmental_information,_1971-2016


-Recently-

But New York State has recently created a list of

priorities to help fight climate change. 

-The All-Electric Heat in New Construction bill,

which would mandate electric heat in new buildings

by December 31st, 2023, this bill would contribute to

a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.

-The Fashion Sustainability and Social Accountability

Act, which would mandate that all clothing

companies operating in New York State, generating

more than $100 million in revenue, must disclose

their environmental footprint. This would include

carbon dioxide and methane emissions, water usage,

percentage of recyclable materials, and chemical

management.

CO2 As of 2023, the US has passed the willow project.

The willow project is a mining plan that is meant

to drill into Alaska for oil. The willow project

was highly controversial because of the CO2 that

would be released into the air and will cause

irreversible damage to animals and their habitats.
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-Questions-
-what is the difference between state and

federal power? and how much can state power
be involved.

-What is federalism balancing out?

-Who does Federalism benefit? And why does
federalism not benefit all?

-Do you think removing federalism from our
constitution in these times would be better or

worse for the country? 

-Why is federalism important to citizen
involvement?

-are federalism benefits exclusive to a certain
political party?
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